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KINDERGARTEN

Jarring Jack-O-Lanterns

H

udson
Hruschak, a
kindergarten
student, created these
jarring jack-o-lanterns!
Notice how Hudson used
variety in his pumpkins—
in the expression of the
eyes, noses, and mouths,
as well as the shape and
size of the spheres. He
also successfully
captured a wonderful
watercolor wash to
contrast the dark
Sharpie. It is frightening
and scary how awesome
these festive fall
illustrations are!
Excellent job Hudson!

GRADE 1

“Cool” Leaves

F

antastic first grader Brooklyn
Fowler, created this lovely
leaf painting! Isn’t it “cool”?
Not only “cool” as in awesome and
well done, but “cool” as in cool colors

too—greens, blues, and purples.
These cool leaves contrast quite well
against the warm colored
background. What warm colors do you
see?

GRADE 2

Tremendous Tissue

J

acob Popow assembled this
tremendous tissue paper
collage. To make this collage,
Jacob first tore up tissue paper. Then
he brushed watered-down glue onto
his paper, stuck the tissue paper

down, then brushed glue over top
again. The warm-colored sky, the
great green mountains, and the pretty
purple sea all stand out from each
other because he utilized contrast, a
foundational principle of design.
Graphic designers create
logos for sports teams,
products, and businesses.
The logo above for “Tree
Ninjas” certainly makes
me want to call them if I
needed a tree cut down!

GRADE 3

Radiant Rooster

C

ock-a-doodle-doo! This
translates to “Awesome
work Alana!” What a
fantastic feathery texture

and swirly pattern in the background!
The tint of lavender for the rooster’s
body contrasts perfectly with the jet
black background.

GRADE 4

Daniel
Kalka

Lovely Liftoff
Google Greatness

F

ourth graders used the
Google Drawing app to
create a picture of a vase
of flowers. Kaylee Myers
excelled in this new, digital medium

and her precious, pink illustration is a
sight to behold! She also incorporated
an important element of art—space,
by including a glimpse into the great
outdoors! Well done Kaylee!

GRADE 5

Labor of Love

T

his drawing by
fifth-grader
Lola Kern
certainly was a labor of
love. Students selected
a theme based on
something they love.
They then filled a heart
shape with various
illustrations and used
Sharpie to put the
finishing touches on.
How many different
foods do you see in
Lola’s drawing?

Many famous artists
have made “heart art”
throughout history.
Brazilian modern artist
Romero Britto’s “Big

Heart” is a colorful
example. He uses bright
solid colors, creative
patterns, and bold, black
outlining.

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

Drum Roll Please

R

iley Musser not only did a
fantastic job in her first shot
at digital design by utilizing
the Google Drawing app, but she also
incorporated a variety of principles of
design. Her composition shows

“balance,” having equal weight on
both sides. She also used “emphasis,”
drawing extra attention to the little
drummer boy by creating yellow lines
highlighting this central character.
Wow Riley! Holiday Magic!

